
Course: Grade 9 Foundations of Mathematics (Applied - MFM 1P) 

Unit: Linear Relations 

 

Overall Expectations 

LRV.02 Determine the characteristics of linear relations 

LRV.03 Demonstrate an understanding of rate of change and its connection to linear relations 

LRV.04 Connect various representations of a linear relation, and solve problems using the  relation 

 

Specific Expectations: Linear Relations 

LR2.03 Identify, through investigation, some properties of linear relations, and apply these properties to determine whether a relation is 
linear or non-linear; 
 

LR3.01 Determine, through investigation, that the rate of change of a linear relation can be found by choosing any two points on the line 
that represents the relation, finding the vertical and horizontal change, and writing the ratio rise/run; 
 

LR3.03 Compare the properties of direction and partial variation in applications, and identify the initial value; 

LR3.04 Express a linear relation as an equation in two variables, using the rate of change and the initial value; 

LR4.05 Determine the effects on a linear graph and make the corresponding changes to the linear equation when the conditions of the 
situation they represent are varied 
 

LR3.05 Describe the meaning of the rate of change and the initial value for a linear relation arising from a realistic situation, and describe a 
situation that could be modeled by a given linear relation 

LR4.04 Solve problems that can be modeled with first-degree equations, and compare the algebraic method to other solution methods 

LR4.03 Determine other representations of a linear relation arising from a realistic situation, given one representation 

 



Big Ideas For  Linear Relations 

BIA 2. Comparing mathematical relationships helps us see that there are classes of relationships with common characteristic and helps us 
describe each member of the class 
 

BIA 4. Many equivalent representations can describe the same situation or generalization. Each representation may give a different insight 
into certain characteristic of the situation or generalization. 

BIA 5. Limited information about a mathematical relationship sometimes, but not always, allows us to predict other information about that 
relationship 
 

 

Lesson 
Number 

Curriculum 
Expectation(s) 

Big Idea Learning Goal 

Questioning 

1. LR2.03 BIA 4  Interpreting Graphs 
I know when it is useful and can connect a graph to a situation it might describe 

The tortoise and the hare start at the same place, and they each run at a constant speed. The tortoise wins 
the race. Use a graph to describe the path of each racer. 

2. LRV.02 
LRV.03 

BIA 5 Determining Rate of Change 
I know how to determine rate of change and understand why I might need to calculate it. 

Pizzas cost a fixed price of + 50¢ per topping. If you knew that a pizza cost $12, do you know how many 
toppings? If you knew that a 4-topping pizza cost $12, do you know the fixed price? How? 

3. LR2.03 BIA 5 Recognizing Linear Relations 
I can tell when it is useful and can determine if a relationship is linear by using first differences 

The distance a car has left to travel on a trip is given in the table 

Time (s) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Distance 55 51 47 43 39 35 31 27 23 

 
What do you know about the speed of the car? Why can’t you be certain how long the trip takes? What do 
you need to know to be sure? 
 
 
 
 



4. LR3.01 BIA 4 Speed as a Rate of Change 
I can tell when it is useful to express rate of change as a speed 
 

Choose one of the graphs. Which of these modes of travel is faster? How can you tell based on rate of 
change? 
         Option 1: Car Travel     Option 2: Bike Travel 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. LR3.01 
 

BIA 3 Other Rates of Change 
I recognize that rate of change can describe various situations and can determine the rate of change 

A cream pie is taken from a freezer at -6 degrees to defrost. The temperature of the cream pie is expressed 
in the table below. 
 

Time (min) 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Temperature -6 -3 0 3 6 9 

 
Describe a similar situation using the table above 
 

6. LR3.05 
 

BIA 5  Effects on Linear Relations 
I recognize and understand how changing the base fee or rate of change of a representation changes the 
representation as a whole 

Jocelyn is starting her own dog walking business. She charges a fixed fee for any dog weighing 20 pounds 
or less. She charges an additional per-pound fee for dogs weighing more than 20 pounds. How does her 
profit change if she decides to charge more for either the fixed fee or the additional amount per pound? 
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, 

LR4.03 BIA4 Tables, Patterns, and Graphs 
I recognize that different representations (graph, equation, table of values) can represent the same situation 
and know when it is useful to use each representation 

If I know that the local Lion’s Hall charges $100 for the day and an additional $15 for each person who 
attends an event, pick the best way (graph, equation, table of values) to determine how much it will cost me 
for 50 people to attend 

8. LR4.03 BIA5 Modelling with Equations 
I understand when an equation can be useful, and am capable of representing a situation as an equation 

In one month, you used 200 minutes of talk time and your bill was $50.00. Write a possible equation for the 
cell phone company. What other information does this equation tell us? 

9.  LR4.04 BIA4 Solving Problems involving Linear Relations 
I can use various solution methods to solve linear equations and understand when each is most beneficial 

   A student company charges a $5 flat fee plus $3 per window to wash windows. 
Option 1: How much more would someone pay to have 35 windows washed than 24 windows? How can I 
check using equations? 
Option 2: Might someone have to pay exactly $87 to have their windows washed? Explain using an equation 

 


